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Abstract 

Large power transformers (LPTs) are critical yet vulnerable components of the power grid. More 

frequent and intense heat waves or high temperatures can degrade their operational lifetime and 

increase the risk of premature failure. Without adequate preparedness, a widespread situation could 

ultimately lead to prolonged grid disruption and incur excessive economic costs. Here we investigate 

the potential impact of climate warming and corresponding shifts in summertime “hot days” on a 

selected LPT located in the Northeast United States. We apply an analogue method, which detects the 

occurrence of hot days based on the salient, associated large-scale atmospheric conditions, to assess 

the risk of future change in their occurrence. Compared with the more conventional approach that 

relies on climate model-simulated daily maximum temperature, the analogue method produces model 

medians of late twentieth-century hot day frequency that are more consistent with observation and 

have stronger inter-model consensus. Under the climate warming scenarios, multi-model medians of 

both model daily maximum temperature and analogue method indicate strong decadal increases in hot 

day frequency by the late 21
st
 century, but analogue method improves model consensus considerably. 

The decrease of transformer lifetime with temperature increase is further assessed. The improved 

inter-model consensus of the analogue method is viewed as a promising step toward providing 

actionable information for a more stable, reliable, and environmentally responsible national grid. 

 

Key words: Electric grid, Heat wave, Climate change, General Circulation Model, Synoptic 

atmospheric conditions 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Electricity forms the backbone of nearly every modern society. It is the one sector that most other sectors 

depend on for their fundamental operations (Pederson et al. 2006). Without electricity, modern society would 

essentially come to a halt. This is especially true in the United States with its utility grid comprised of thousands of 

generation units and hundreds of thousands of miles of cables across the entire continent. The intricate electrical 

network is tasked with maintaining operations nearly 100% of the time, even under extreme weather conditions, 

shortages of fuel, direct attacks, and human errors. In the United States, prolonged disruptions in electrical service 

are rare, but cause widespread disorder when they do occur. Events like the Northeast blackout of 2003 (Eto 2004), 

Hurricane Katrina (Landy 2007), the California energy crisis (Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 2003), and 

Hurricane Sandy (Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force 2013) enunciate the problem. During each of these 

events, electricity was either disconnected or unreliable for extended periods of time, making communications, 

transportation, sanitation, and public safety vulnerable. Much work and thought has been dedicated to modernizing 

the grid to make it more resilient to weather related outages, or to terrorist attacks. Indeed, the US government is 

treating the utility grid as a critical asset and a national security issue (Davis and Clemmer 2014).  

Some of the most important yet vulnerable components of the power grid are voltage transformers (Parfomak 

2014; U.S. DOE 2012). Transformers are tasked with advantageously boosting or decreasing voltage for 

transmission so that losses are minimized. One of the failure modes of transformers is over-heating, which degrades 

the electrical paper insulation and causes catastrophic short circuits. The failure rate is more pronounced as 

temperature increases, due to more intense chemical reactions that age the insulation. Of particular concern is a 

subset of the entire network of transformers, namely, “Large Power Transformers” (LPTs) – which are transformers 

rated at or above 100 MVA (Mega Volt-Amperes). There are thousands of such LPTs across the United States. 

Moreover, the existing stock of LPTs is old, with 70% or more being 25 years or older out of an expected lifetime of 

40 years (U.S. DOE 2015). Added to the burden of overhauling the aging LPT network is the fact that there are very 

few LPT manufacturers – and many are outside the U.S. and/or overseas. The Department of Homeland Security 

identified LPTs as a major bottleneck and initiated a program to research and develop temporary recovery 

transformers (RecX) (The Electric Power Research Institute 2014). While strategies are being developed to 

modernize the utility grid, the aging fleet is increasingly vulnerable.  

Climate change is expected to increase mean temperature and also produce more intense, more frequent, and 

longer lasting heat waves in many areas of the United States (Meehl and Tebaldi 2004; Melillo et al. 2014). All of 

these factors can lead to higher consumer demand for electricity, which stresses the already vulnerable fleet of LPTs 

beyond their design specifications and poses a direct threat to the security of the utility grid. It is therefore important 

to assess the potential for higher temperatures, more frequent hot days and the subsequent increase in heat stress 

imposed on LPTs in the coming decades. Currently, studying possible future changes in warm extremes generally 

employs various indices based on daily maximum and/or minimum temperature simulated with global coupled 

ocean-atmosphere general circulation models (CGCMs) forced with projected greenhouse gas and aerosol emissions 

(Meehl and Tebaldi 2004; Sillmann et al. 2013a, b; Russo et al. 2014; Schoetter et al. 2015). These indices largely 

represent moderately extreme events with re-occurrence times of a year or shorter. Another common approach is 
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based on the application of an asymptotic extreme value theory for the behavior of extreme events with multi-year to 

multi-decade re-occurrence times that are of importance to engineering design and planning (Kharin et al. 2007). 

The results from these studies indicate that climate models capture observed properties of temperature extremes with 

some fidelity on the global scale (Kharin et al. 2013; Sillmann et al. 2013a), but show limitations at the local scale 

(Russo et al. 2014; Schoetter et al. 2015). Some efforts are devoted to exploring the physical/dynamical mechanisms 

causing extreme temperature events and identifying distinctive large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns 

accompanying them (Grotjahn and Faure 2008; Lau and Nath 2012; Wu et al. 2012). Lau and Nath (2012) found 

two models employed in their study were capable of reproducing the synoptic features associated with observed heat 

waves in various North American regions. Grotjahn (2013) demonstrated that daily maximum 2 m temperature from 

the community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4) grid points cannot capture the observed maximum 

temperature behavior in the California Central Valley, but the circulation index (Grotjahn 2011) constructed with the 

large-scale upper air circulation features from CCSM4 can provide notable skill in predicting the occurrence of 

extreme hot surface temperatures.  

So far there has been no comprehensive assessment of how skillfully current state-of-the-art climate models 

simulate the synoptic conditions present during extreme hot temperature events and the role of such conditions in 

historical and future extreme temperature changes. Gao et al. (2014, 2017) developed an “analogue” approach that 

creates composites to associate prevailing synoptic atmospheric conditions with heavy precipitation at a local scale 

and successfully implemented this approach to detect the occurrence of heavy summer and winter precipitation over 

selected areas of the United States. In particular, when these composites are applied to an ensemble of the Coupled 

Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al. 2012) twentieth-century climate model simulations, 

more consistent multi-model median of heavy precipitation frequency with observation and a stronger model 

consensus is achieved compared to using model-simulated precipitation. However, it is not clear whether such an 

approach will yield similar performance for extreme hot temperature events. Toward the goal of assessing risk of 

LPTs from future hot days, we prototype this method to detect and predict hot day occurrence at an LPT location in 

the Northeast corridor of the United States.  

First, we describe the procedure for building composites of synoptic-scale daily anomaly circulations that are 

thermodynamically associated with the “hot” days at a transformer location through a joint analysis of station-based 

surface daily maximum temperature observations and gridded, daily atmospheric reanalysis data. We then diagnose, 

calibrate, and evaluate these composites as a predictive analogue for the occurrence of an observed, local “hot day” 

event. Using CMIP5 simulations, we examine the performance of this analogue approach in reproducing the 

contemporaneous hot day occurrence against observations as compared to estimates based on climate model-

simulated daily maximum air temperature. Projected changes in the hot day occurrence in response to different 

CMIP5 anthropogenic forcing scenarios are also examined. From these, we assess the economic/cost implications on 

LPTs from more frequent hot days. Note that the analogue method focuses primarily on the synoptic-scale, 

thermodynamic processes and conditions linked to the occurrences of locally observed “hot” events. Thus, any 

local-scale, coupled land-atmosphere processes (i.e. soil moisture, radiative and turbulent heat fluxes, etc.) that 

would possibly modulate the association of local surface temperature with the large-scale environment are not 
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explicitly taken into account.  As we will show in the evaluation of the analogue’s calibration and validation 

performances (Section 3), these omissions are minimal to the overall interpretations and conclusions that are drawn. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the network analysis used to determine meaningful 

components within the electric grid and the final selection of transformers based on “betweenness”. The climate 

datasets used in this study is also described. The development, calibration and evaluation of the analogue for hot day 

occurrence is given in Section 3. In section 4 we discuss the comparative performance of the analogue scheme 

against simulated daily maximum temperature when applied to CMIP5’s late 20
th

 century historical climate as well 

as future climate under two radiative forcing scenarios, respectively. Section 5 discusses the threat of premature 

failure in LPTs and potential costs associated with future changes in hot day frequency. Summary and discussions 

are provided in Section 6.  

 

2. TRANSFORMER SELECTION AND CLIMATE DATASETS 

The United States is home to one of the largest connected networks of the electrical system, consisting of over 

50,000 substation locations and connected by over 200,000 miles of transmission lines (Eto 2004). We employ 

graph theory, also known as network analysis, to select the top twenty highest betweenness nodes (transformers) in 

the Northeastern United States for our analogue method analysis. Further discussion of network analysis is included 

in the supplementary materials.  

The datasets used for this study include the Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily (GHCN-Daily) 

(Menne et al. 2012), Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications Version 2 (MERRA-2, 

Bosilovich et al. 2016), and the climate model simulations from the CMIP5 historical experiment (years 1850– 2005) 

and experiments for the 21
st 

century (years 2006–2100) employing two different radiative forcing scenarios, namely 

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) 4.5 and 8.5 (Taylor et al. 2012). The characteristics of each dataset 

and relevant data processing are described in the supplementary materials. The GHCN daily maximum temperature 

from the stations close to the transformers will be used to identify the observed hot days, while the MERRA-2 

reanalysis is employed to construct the large-scale composites of atmospheric patterns associated with identified hot 

days, and to calibrate and evaluate the analogue scheme. 

 

3. CALIBRATION AND EVALUATION OF ANALOGUE METHOD  

Currently, there is no universally accepted definition of a “heat wave” event. Several of the more recent 

definitions are presented in Grotjahn (2011, Table 1), such as consecutive days above a threshold value or percentile 

and combinations thereof. In this study, the stress from excessive heat on an LPT does not necessarily need to be 

from a prolonged event (i.e. multiple, consecutive days) and is also more directly associated to exceedance of an 

absolute temperature (average and/or daily maximum) rather than a more meteorologically-based metric tied to a 

percentile exceedance. High temperatures affect the peak load capability of an LPT, which can decrease by about 10% 

at extreme temperatures (Sathaye 2011; Li et al. 2005) and increase the risk of transformer failure (Weekes et al. 

2004; Fu et al. 2001), while reducing the operational lifetime (Askari et al. 2009). In this context, we are interested 

in the deterioration of an LPT associated with a preponderance of days – and anticipated trends in the coming 

decades - whose temperatures reach or exceed what are incrementally damaging as a result of ambient conditions 
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and/or load burdens from electricity demands. Given the above considerations, our convention of a “heat wave” is a 

day in which the daily maximum temperature is at or exceeds 90
◦
F (or ~32˚C) at an observation station or model 

grid, which is further justified by also considering the impact of humidity (as shown in the supplementary materials). 

In this context, a “heat wave” is viewed more conditionally as a “hot day” – and we will carry this nomenclature 

hereafter. We performed additional analysis for the high betweenness LPTs we identified to assess availability of 

nearby GHCN meteorological observations and found an LPT located in southwest Pennsylvania (the red diamond 

in Figure 1). Within a 0.5
◦ 

radius of the transformer, 7 GHCN stations with daily maximum temperature 

observations are available. We have selected two of these stations that contained the longest records (20+ years of 

data) and located at an elevation that is close (within 10s of meters) to that of the LPT. The common hot dates from 

two these stations are then used for the composite analyses. 

Figure 2 shows the composites as standardized anomalies, produced by averaging the MERRA-2 reanalysis 

atmospheric fields across the 157 observed hot days extracted from the GHCN observations of 1980–2002 for the 

June-August (JJA) season. The composites indicate that the hot days are associated with large-scale anticyclonic 

circulation at the mid-levels of the atmosphere (Figure 2 a, b); warm lower tropospheric temperature (at 850 hPa, not 

shown); and corresponding anomalous positive enthalpy (Fig. 2d) over the transformer area. Also evident are the 

negative anomalous vorticity (Fig. 2e) over the region and the presence of sinking air to the east and off the coast of 

the Carolinas that also extends eastward across the Bermuda Islands (Fig. 2c).  This large sinking region of air is 

consistent with the location of the classic “Bermuda High” surface-pressure system, and the associated circulation 

supports the advection of warm near-surface air from the Gulf of Mexico that is spread across the eastern seaboard 

of the United States. 

All the five composite variables in Figure 2 are used as the basis for the analogue scheme to detect the 

occurrence of a hot day. We follow the same procedure as described in Gao et al (2017) to develop, calibrate and 

validate the analogue schemes and briefly review it here. Two metrics, “hotspot” and spatial anomaly correlation 

coefficient (SACC), are employed to gauge whether the distinct synoptic conditions conducive to hot days identified 

by the composites (Figure 2) have been replicated on any given day. We perform automatic calibration to determine 

the cut-off values for SACC and the number of hotspots of all five variables simultaneously. Five performance 

measures that are commonly used in “confusion matrix” are adopted, including True Positive Rate (TPR), False 

Positive Rate (FPR), Accuracy (ACC, the ratio of combined true positives (TP) and true negatives (TN) to total 

population), Precision (PPV, the proportion of correctly identified events to the total identified heavy events), and 

F1 score (the harmonic mean of PPV and TPR). The optimal cutoff values for SACC and the number of hotspots are 

achieved by producing the observed number of hot days with the best TPR. The determined detection criteria will be 

applied to the 2003-2006 MERRA-2 reanalysis as well as the CMIP5 historical and future model-simulated daily 

meteorological conditions to obtain analogue-based hot days by judging their similarities against the constructed 

composites. Additional information on detection criteria is included in the supplementary materials. 

Table 1 shows performance measures of analogue scheme and MERRA-2 daily maximum temperature in 

detecting JJA hot days during calibration (1980–2002) and validation (2003– 2006) periods. During the calibration 

period, the analogue scheme has slightly better performance metrics than the MERRA-2 daily maximum 
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temperature, with higher TPR, PPV, and F1 score, slightly higher ACC and slightly lower FPR. During the 

validation period, both analyses strongly overestimate the number of hot days, but the performances of MERRA-2 

daily maximum temperature are better than those of analogue scheme. Note that MERRA is not purely model-based, 

but assimilates a number of observations – primarily states, motions, and transport in the atmosphere throughout 

both periods. The analogue scheme, however, is evaluated to the data that is independent from the training data used 

for tuning. Since MERRA is considered to be as close to a global gridded observational dataset as one can find, it is 

not surprising that it performs well, or outperforms the analogue scheme in some cases. The FPRs and ACC are 

fairly insensitive measures with minor changes across two periods and two analyses and likely attributed to our 

unbalanced data set with non-hot days (and thus TN) occupying the large portion. Worthy to note is that the 

statistics of performance measures during the validation period may not be robust due to relatively short record 

length.  

We also examine the performances of analogue scheme and MERRA-2 daily maximum temperature in 

depicting the interannual variations of JJA hot day frequency from 1980 to 2002 (calibration) and 2003 to 2006 

(validation) and find both analyses to reproduce the observed interannual variations of summer hot day frequency 

reasonably well. Further discussion is included in the supplementary materials.  

 

4. LATE 20
TH

 CENTURY HOT DAY FREQUENCY AND PROJECTED FUTURE CHANGES 

Next we apply the analogue scheme to the CMIP5 late 20
th

 century model simulations. This is achieved by 

judging the CMIP5 model-simulated daily meteorological conditions of 1980 to 2002 against the constructed 

composites (e.g. Figure 2) for their similarity in terms of the established “criteria of detection”. Any day when the 

“criteria of detection” are met would be considered as a hot day. Figure 3a displays the comparisons of the number 

of 1980–2002 summer hot days obtained from the CMIP5 model daily maximum temperature and analogue scheme 

across 20 climate models, from MERRA-2 daily maximum temperature, and from the station observation. Strikingly 

evident is that the daily maximum temperature-based analyses (the “tasmax”) from all the models exhibit a wide 

degree of estimation and the resulting hot day frequencies demonstrate a wide inter interquartile range (IQR, ≈ 450 

days) and inter-model spread (≈ 1035 days). More models tend to underestimate the number of hot days with the 

multi-model median below the observation. In contrast, the results from the analogue scheme produce more 

consistent multi-model medians with the observation as well as much reduced IQRs (≈80 days) and inter-model 

ranges (≈160 days). The central tendency of the analogue scheme slightly overestimates the number of hot days with 

the observation falling just below the multi-model median. Overall, the analogue scheme improves upon the model 

daily maximum temperature in the assessment of late 20
th

 century hot day frequency from the perspectives of both 

accuracy (consistencies of multi-model medians with observation) and precision (inter-model spreads). This 

demonstrates that state-of-the-art climate models are capable of reproducing the atmospheric synoptic conditions 

associated with hot days with realistic frequency. Accordingly, the analogue scheme based on resolved large scale 

circulation features presents collectively better skill in identifying the observed cumulative hot day occurrence 

compared to estimates from model-simulated daily maximum surface-air temperature.  

 Figure 3b displays the changes in hot day frequency estimated from an ensemble of CMIP5 model daily 
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maximum temperature and the analogue scheme under RCP8.5 and 4.5 scenarios. The change is analyzed between 

the 23-year period of 2070 to 2092 and 2010 to 2032 and expressed as number of days per year. Under the RCP8.5 

scenario, the multi-model medians of both analyses indicate pronounced increases in hot day frequency, with 

medians of both analyses showing about 23 more days/year by the end of the century; this change is nearly 

quadruple the average number of events (~6) seen every summer through the historical period (1980-2006, see Table 

1). All the models from both analyses consistently show the increases in frequency. Inter-model disagreements in 

the magnitude of change remain larger for model daily maximum temperature than for the analogue result, ranging 

from increases of 3∼48 and 9∼37 days per year, respectively. The analogue scheme, however, provides a much 

reduced IQR (≈7 days), about one-third as much as that of model daily maximum temperature (≈20 days). As 

expected, the increases in the hot day frequency from both analyses are less pronounced under the lower emission 

scenario RCP4.5, with multi-model medians showing 8.4 more days/year for daily maximum temperature and 7.2 

more days/year for the analogue scheme. However, this median result implies that even under a strong mitigation 

scenario the number of hot days during JJA will be double that from the historical (1980-2006) period. The 

mitigation tends to shift not only the multi-model medians but also the entire distributions toward the smaller 

increases in hot day frequency. Nevertheless, all the models from both analyses show consistency in the sign of 

change (increase). The inter-model consensuses are largely reduced due to the smaller radiative forcing, ranging 

from increase of 0.1–22 and 1.6–12 days per year for daily maximum temperature and analogue scheme, 

respectively. Likewise, the IQR of the analogue result (≈3 days) is about one third as much as that of model daily 

maximum temperature (≈11 days). Overall, the analogue scheme improves upon model daily maximum temperature 

by producing a much stronger model consensus in both emission scenarios.  

 

5. ECONOMIC IMPACTS  

Failure of a transformer can lead to widespread outages for prolonged periods of time, incurring economic costs 

in terms of lost wages and productivity (Sullivan et al. 2015). Moreover, the manufacture and delivery of LPTs is a 

complicated process involving several industries and complex logistics and lead times on LPT replacement can be in 

the range of years. LPTs are vulnerable to overheating and must be monitored closely to maintain proper operating 

temperatures. The cooling systems of LPTs are designed such that a threshold temperature of about 90
◦
C – the 

temperature at which the insulating paper begins degradation (Godina et al. 2015) – is rarely or ever exceeded. The 

transformer rating (in kVA) is based on a 24-hour average temperature of 30
◦
C (IEEE 2012), and any temperature 

above this value decreases the KVA rating by about 1% per degree C. The expected lifetime of a transformer is 

related to the operating temperature which ages the insulating paper between the windings (as shown in the 

supplementary materials). Using thermal models that describe the top-oil temperature in the transformer as a 

function of ambient temperature, we can then determine how much oil temperature rise would be expected if the 

climate is warmed by several degrees (as shown in the supplementary materials). Combining the information above, 

we find that for a background 1˚C rise in temperature, the lifetime of the transformer decreases by 4 years – or a 10% 

reduction.  Therefore, when considering the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 end-of-century mean global warming projections 

over the LPT area of ~2˚C and 4˚C respectively (IPCC 2013 – see e.g. Figure SPM.7), we can extrapolate that the 
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mean impact on expected transformer lifetime would culminate (by the end of the century) to a range of 20-40%. 

However, as our hot day assessment has shown, the threat from the occurrence of extreme heat events could double 

and has the potential to go up by a factor of five (under no mitigation) by the end of the century. To consider more 

explicitly how more frequent hot days could decrease the expected lifetime and incur additional costs, more 

advanced models for transformer aging based on the hottest-oil temperature rather than the top oil temperature can 

be used as a guide (as shown in the supplementary materials). 

The economic impact of hot days on LPTs can be given by loss of equipment, as well as the cost of losing 

service to a large area of electrical customers. For the capital costs of LPTs, the prices are given in (U.S. DOE 2012) 

as $7,500,000 for a 750 MVA 765–138kV three phase transformer, close to what was listed in Pletka et al. (2014). 

Moreover, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory gives the average per event 8-hour interruption cost for 

residential customers, small commercial and industrial customers, and medium and large commercial and industrial 

customers as $17.20, $4,690 and $84,083, respectively (Sullivan et al. 2015). The cost of simply repairing or 

replacing the transformer goes far beyond the substation walls, and has vast impacts throughout the surrounding area. 

Critical facilities such as hospitals, places of refuge and emergency services could also be affected, further incurring 

both economic and potentially human costs.  

 

6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION  

In this study, we focus on how human-induced changes in climate affect hot days that could then damage the 

LPTs that are critical to the functioning of the electric power grid in the Northeast corridor of the United States. 

Methods that assess hot days based on model simulated daily-maximum air temperature pose a challenge for 

assessing the potential threat or risk – as we have found a weak consensus among model simulations. We develop an 

analogue method for detecting the occurrence of hot days based on the prevailing large-scale atmospheric conditions 

(“composites”) and eschews the use of model-simulated daily maximum temperature. The composites are 

constructed for the summer season (JJA) of a targeted LPT location through a joint analysis of station-based daily 

maximum temperature observation and atmospheric reanalysis. The identified synoptic regimes demonstrate that hot 

days can be predominantly associated with mid-tropospheric anticyclonic circulation, warm lower tropospheric 

temperature, and negative vorticity – with all features centered over the area of interest (i.e. approximate location of 

LPT).  

We evaluate the constructed composites as a predictive analogue for hot days. The detection diagnostics of the 

analogue scheme are first calibrated with 23-year (1980-2002) and then validated with 4–year (2003–2006) 

MERRA-2 reanalysis. The analogue scheme is found to be comparable to MERRA-2 daily maximum temperature in 

characterizing the number and interannual variations of observed summer hot days during both periods. With regard 

to the late 20
th

 century (1980–2002) summer hot day frequencies from an ensemble of CMIP5 models, hot day 

frequencies based on model-simulated daily maximum temperature exhibit a weak consensus with a wide IQR and 

inter-model spread. In contrast, the results from the analogue scheme based on the calibrated optimal threshold 

values produce a more consistent multi-model median with the observation and also have substantially reduced IQR 

and inter- model range. This indicates that the climate models are able to reproduce the large-scale atmospheric 
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conditions associated with hot days with realistic frequencies.  

The multi-model medians of both model-simulated daily maximum temperature and analogue scheme indicate 

strong decadal increases in hot day frequency by the end of the 21
st
 century (2070-2092) relative to the 2010-2032 

period. The increases are more pronounced under the higher emission scenario (RCP8.5). The mitigation with the 

lower emission (RCP4.5) tends to shift the multi-model central tendency and distributions toward smaller increases, 

suggesting that the climate policies adopted in the coming decades will affect the occurrence of hot days. Under both 

scenarios, all the models from both analyses demonstrate consistency in the sign of change (increase). However, the 

analogue scheme exhibits much stronger model consensus of the trend (i.e. smaller IQRs) than daily maximum 

temperature trend estimate.  

Notably, the analogue method is implemented under the supposition that large-scale atmospheric conditions play 

a salient role in the occurrence of an extreme event at the local scale. Thus, alterations of small-scale processes and 

environments associated with climate change that are not captured by the analogue scheme may introduce a bias in 

our assessment. Nevertheless, our results indicate that the analogue scheme based on “resolved” large-scale 

atmospheric features provides skillful assessments of the late 20
th

 century hot day frequencies and a stronger 

consensus of future change and thus show promise as improved and value-added diagnosis against an evaluation that 

considers model-simulated daily maximum temperature alone.  

We showed that there are economic impacts for LPTs operating at elevated ambient temperatures, as well as 

during hot days. Higher temperatures are known to degrade the insulation inside the LPTs, putting them at risk for 

catastrophic failure. Moreover, the degradation is cumulative, so more frequent and more intense hot days could 

rapidly reduce the lifetime of an LPT, making failure more likely. Failures of LPTs have economic impacts in terms 

of replacement costs and impacts on the service area associated with the LPT. In this pilot study, the analogue 

method has been demonstrated to provide a stronger model consensus of trends in future hot day frequency for a 

particular LPT site of interest, and thus holds promise as a salient stride toward more reliable and actionable climate 

change information. In particular, for the case of assessing risks of premature failure of our nation’s aging network 

of power transformers, they are very time consumptive and costly to replace and number in the 1,000s.  Given these 

considerations, our future analyses will focus on expanding this analogue method for hot day assessments to provide 

network coverage of the grid; identify critical junctures/clusters in the grid at high risk; and expand technical and 

econometric analyses to more explicitly account for the degrading effects and costs of extreme, episodic heatwave 

events on transformers (as well as other components of the grid).  We see this effort as a promising step forward to 

not only evaluate the potential incurred damage and economic loss, but also inform strategies for a more stable, 

reliable, and environmentally responsible electric grid. 
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Table 1. Calibration and validation statistics with the use of five atmospheric variables to construct analogue 

diagnostics for JJA of transformer T2. TPR, FPR, ACC, PPV, and F1 Score represent true positive rate, false 

positive rate, accuracy, precision, and F1 score, respectively (See text for details). The numbers highlighted in light 

gray indicate the better performance in analogue than in MERRA-2 daily maximum air temperature. The numbers 

highlighted in dark gray indicate the total number of observed hot days.  

 

Scheme TPR FPR ACC PPV F1 Score Total Events 

1980-2002 (157)  

MERRA-2 0.484 0.042 0.922 0.478 0.481 159 

Analogue 0.516 0.039 0.928 0.516 0.516 157 

2003-2006 (11)  

MERRA-2 0.909 0.045 0.954 0.385 0.541 26 

Analogue 0.636 0.059 0.932 0.250 0.359 28 
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Figure 1. Locations of transformers and weather stations. 

 

 

Figure 2. Composite fields as normalized anomalies at 2.5
◦ 

× 2
◦ 

for the transformer T2 in JJA: a) 500hPa zonal 

velocity (u500); b) 500hPa meridional velocity (v500); c) 500hPa vertical pressure velocity (w500); d) vertically 

integrated enthalpy; and e) 500hPa vorticity (epv500) based on 157 hot days. 
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Figure 3. a) Comparisons of the number of summer season (JJA) hot days estimated from CMIP5 model-simulated 

daily maximum air temperature (his_tmx) and analogue scheme (his_ana) applied to CMIP5 model-simulated 

atmospheric synoptic conditions during the period of 1980 to 2002. The whisker plot shows the minimum, the lower 

and upper quartile, median, and the maximum across 20 CMIP5 models. The dashed indicates the number of hot 

days identified from the GHCN station and MERRA-2 daily maximum air temperature at 2.5º× 2º. The 90ºF is used 

to extract hot days for all the data sources; b) The changes in hot day frequency between the period of 2070 to 2092 

and the period of 2010 to 2032 estimated from an ensemble of CMIP5 model daily maximum air temperature 

(rcp45_tmx and rcp85_tmx) and synoptic conditions employed by analogue schemes (rcp45_ana and rcp85_ana) 

under RCP8.5 and RCP4.5 scenarios for JJA of transformer T2. 
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1. Network analysis for transformer selection:  

 

 
 
Figure ES1. Generation, Transmission and Distribution Systems in the US (Eto 2004). 

 

Figure ES1 shows the basic layout of the electrical system, beginning with the generation of power and step-up 

voltage conversion, followed by transmission over large distances, then by step-down voltage conversion. The 

extreme voltages are employed to minimize power loss, which increases as the square of current. Given the 

immensity of the electrical grid in the United States, determining key components is a challenging task. Network 

analysis treats the physical topology of electrical grid as a series of nodes (transformers) and edges (transmission 

lines) so that basic mathematical analysis can be performed. The mathematics range from simple metrics like the 

degree of a node (Newman 2010), meaning how many connections it has, to the “betweenness centrality” of a node 

– a measure of the network’s connectivity (Barthelemy 2004). In this work, we chose to use betweenness to select 

transformers since high betweenness has been shown to be a meaningful parameter for cascading failures in the 

North American power grid (Kinney et al. 2005; Albert et al. 2004; Bompard et al. 2010). While a discussion of 

betweenness is beyond the scope of this work, the concept is presented in Figure ES2. Here, two networks (Region 

I and Region II) are connected by a single point, T. Thus, all flows between Region I and Region II must utilize T. 

Severing T will result in two independent regions. Formally, the betweenness of any node v measures the fraction of 

shortest paths flowing through that node (Barthelemy 2004), or:  

       
      

   
     

 

where σ
st 

is the total number of shortest paths between nodes s and t and σ
st 

(v) is the total number of shortest paths 

from s to t via v. 
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Figure ES2. Node T has high beweenness even though it has few neighbors. Removing T serves the network into 

two disjoint components. 

 

For simplicity, and to prove the overall concept, we use just the transformers and transmission lines. We omit 

the generation plants, the distribution lines, and any nodes or edges that are disconnected from the larger system. 

The final analysis results in 3839 transformers (nodes) connected with 4770 edges (transmission lines). We assume 

lines to be “undirected”, that is power could flow in any direction on the lines. Each transformer is found to, on 

average, be connected to 2.485 lines. The average path length between two nodes is found to be 18.133, meaning 

that, on average, more than 18 other nodes are on the path between any two random nodes. We calculate the 

betweenness centrality for each of the 3839 nodes in the network and create a topological connectivity map, shown 

in Figure 3. The nodes are sized and colored according to their betweenness centrality, with large, green nodes 

having high betweenness. The lowest betweenness nodes are depicted as small, red dots. We select the top twenty 

highest betweenness nodes for our analogue method analysis.  

 

Figure ES3. Northeast US electrical grid network representation using “Betweenness”. 

 

2. Datasets 

2.1 Observed Daily Maximum Air Temperature 
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The Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily (GHCN-Daily) is comprised of approximately 27,000 

stations globally with daily maximum and minimum temperature. GHCN-Daily is composed of daily weather 

reports from numerous sources that have been merged and subjected to a common suite of quality assurance (QA) 

reviews.  

2.2 NASA MERRA-2 Reanalysis 

In comparison with the MERRA dataset, Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications 

Version 2 (MERRA-2) represents the advances made in both the Goddard Earth Observing System Model, Version 

5 (GEOS-5) and the Global Statistical Interpolation (GSI) assimilation system that enable assimilation of modern 

hyperspectral radiance and microwave observations, along with GPS-Radio Occultation datasets. MERRA-2 is the 

first long-term global reanalysis to assimilate space-based observations of aerosols and represent their interactions 

with other physical processes in the climate system. The MERRA-2 is updated in real time, spanning the period 

from 1980 to the present. The three-dimensional 3 hourly atmospheric diagnostics on 42 pressure levels are 

available at a 0.625
◦ 

× 0.5
◦ 

resolution. 

2.3 Climate Model Simulations 

The CMIP5 historical runs were forced with observed temporal variations of anthropogenic and natural forcings 

and, for the first time, time-evolving land cover. The future scenarios, called Representative Concentration Pathways 

(RCPs, Moss et al. 2010), are designed to accommodate a wide range of possibilities in social and economic 

development consistent with specific radiative forcing paths. The estimated radiative forcing values by year 2100 

are 4.5 W/m
2 and 8.5 W/m

2
 in the two experiments considered here, namely RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. A total of 20 

models provide all the essential meteorological variables for the analogue scheme across the three experiments 

considered here (Table 1). In this study, only one ensemble member from each model is analyzed. 

2.4 Data Processing and Analyses 

The same set of meteorological variables are assembled or derived from both the MERRA-2 reanalysis and 

climate model simulations, including 500hPa vector winds (u500 and v500), 500hPa vertical pressure velocity 

(w500), 500hPa vorticity (epv500), and vertically integrated enthalpy (cpt). The 3-hourly MERRA-2 atmospheric 

diagnostics are first converted to daily averages. All the daily fields, including the daily maximum air temperature 

and meteorological fields from MERRA-2 reanalysis and each CMIP5 climate model, are then regridded to a 

common 2.5
◦
×2

◦ 
resolution via area-weighted averaging. The period with the greatest overlap among the GHCN 

station data, MERRA-2 reanalysis, and CMIP5 historical experiment is 1 January, 1980 - 31 December, 2002. So at 

each grid cell, we convert the meteorological fields of each data source to normalized anomalies based on their 

respective seasonal climatological mean and standard deviation of this 23-yr period. The same seasonal 

climatological means and standard deviations are also employed to obtain the normalized anomalies for the 

meteorological fields of MERRA-2 reanalysis from 2003 to 2006 and CMIP5 two RCP experiments from 2006 to 

2100. The MERRA-2 reanalysis large scale atmospheric fields from 1980 to 2002 will be used to develop and 

calibrate the analogue scheme, and from 2003 to 2006 as a provisional validation period. 
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Table 1. List of the CMIP5 models used for analysis in this study. 

Model Name Country Resolution Run Institution 

ACCESS1-0 Australia 192x144L38 1 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization, and Bureau of Meteorology 

ACCESS1-3 Australia 192x144L38 1 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization, and Bureau of Meteorology 

BCC-CSM1-1 China 128x64L26 1 
Beijing Climate Center,  

China Meteorological Administration 

BCC-CSM1-1-m China 320x160L26 1 
Beijing Climate Center,  

China Meteorological Administration 

BNU-ESM China 128x64L26 1 
College of Global Change and Earth System Science, 

Beijing Normal University 

CanESM2 Canada 128x64L35 5 Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis 
CCSM4 USA 288x192L26 1 National Center for Atmospheric Research 

CMCC-CM Italy 480x240L31 1 Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per | Cambiamenti Climatici 

CNRM-CM5 France 256x128L31 1 Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques 

GFDL-CM3 USA 144x90L48 1 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 

GFDL-ESM2G USA 144x90L24 1 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 

GFDL-ESM2M USA 144x90L24 1 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 

IPSL-CM5A-LR France 96x96L39 6 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace 

IPSL-CM5A-MR France 144x143L39 3 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace 

IPSL-CM5B-LR France 96x96L39 1 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace 

MIROC5 Japan 256x128L40 5 
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, National 

Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for 
Marine-Earth Science and Technology 

MIROC-ESM-
CHEM 

Japan 128x64L80 1 
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, 
Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, and National 

Institute for Environmental Studies 

CSIRO-MK3.6 Australia 192x96L18 10 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 

Organization/Queensland Climate Change Centre of 
Excellence 

MRI-CGCM3 Japan 320x160L48 1 Meteorological Research Institute 

NorESM1-M Norway 144x96L26 3 Norwegian Climate Centre 

 

3. Impact of humidity on daily maximum temperature threshold  

For air temperatures exceeding 90
◦
F, its corresponding heat index will exceed 95

◦
F at dew point temperatures 

equal to or greater than 67
◦
F. Although the GHCN stations do not contain dew point temperatures as part of the 

archived data, we can use the daily minimum temperature as an approximation for dew point temperature, noting 

that there are certain conditions when this estimate may be limited (Williams et al. 2015). Upon pooling the 

minimum temperature data for only the days in which the maximum temperature is equal to or exceeding 90
◦
F, we 

find that for 20%–30% of those days the dew point is at or above 67
◦
F (Figure ES4). In these situations, the 

transformers would most likely be additionally burdened by electrical demands associated with HVAC cooling. 
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Figure ES4. Cumulative distributions of the estimated (daily) dew point temperature for three of the GHCN 

stations in proximity to the T2 transformer location. The distributions are constructed by pooling only the days 

in which the daily maximum temperature is equal to or greater than 90ºF. 

 

4. Analogue detection criteria and analogue evaluation 

 

We follow the similar “criteria of detection” for the analogue scheme in Gao et al. (2014, 2017), but relax them 

due to the use of more variables in this study by treating two horizontal wind components as two variables 

corresponding to the trough and ridge of geopotential height and adjusting the cut-off variable number for each 

metric. The criteria are: 1) At least 4 out of 5 variables have consistent signs with the corresponding composites over 

the selected “hotspot” grid cells; 2) at least 3 out of 5 variables has SACC larger than the determined thresholds. 

During the calibration, the daily MERRA-2 atmospheric fields in JJA from 1980 to 2002 is assessed to determine 

whether the “criteria of detection” described above is met for that day. If so, the day is considered as a hot day.  

Analogue scheme and MERRA-2 daily maximum temperature reproduce the observed interannual variations of 

summer hot day frequency reasonably well with the similar temporal correlations (> 0.85) and root mean square 

errors (RMSEs, ~ 5days) during both periods. More specifically, we find that they capture more salient multi-year 

peaks, such as the hot days that occurred in 1983, 1988, 1991, 1995, 1999, 2002 and 2005 as well as valleys in 1990, 

1992, 1996, 1998, and 2000. MERRA-2 daily maximum temperature overestimates the observed number of hot days 

for the summer of 1995, 1999, 2001, 2002, and 2005, but underestimates that for the summer of 1988 and 1994. The 

analogue scheme strongly underestimates the observed number of hot days for the summer of 1988, but 

overestimates that for the summer of 1993, 2003, and 2004. 
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Figure ES5. Comparisons of interannual variations of hot day frequency obtained from analogue scheme, 

MERRA-2 daily maximum air temperature (MERRA-2), and the observation (obs) for JJA during the calibration 

(1980–2002) and validation (2003–2006) period. Also shown in the parentheses of figure legend are temporal 

correlations and RMSE between various schemes and observation during two periods. 

 

5. Economic Impacts 

5.1 The expected life of a transformer 

Cooling systems for large power transformers (LPTs) are typically oil-based convective heat sinks that circulate 

oil around the windings of the LPT and transfer the heat to the environment via fans. The systems are not perfect, 

and often develop “hot spots” within the LPT (Susa and Nordman 2009). These hot spots can damage the insulating 

paper that protects the windings from short circuits. Such short circuits can severely damage the transformer and 

lead to sudden, catastrophic failures. The expected life of a transformer is related to the operating temperature which 

ages the insulating paper between the windings given by Lundgaard et al. (2004):  

               
 

     
 

 
       

        
                    (1) 

where DP
Start 

and DP
End 

are the degree of polymerization of the cellulose at the beginning (≈ 1000) and end of the 

transformer life (≈ 200), respectively; A is the pre-exponential factor, estimated to be 2E+8, and T is the temperature 

in Kelvin. Assuming a design life of 40 years (Metwally 2011; U.S. DOE 2012), this corresponds to a temperature 

of about 82
◦
C and is close to the IEEE standard (IEEE 2012). 

5.2 Thermal model for the top-oil temperature in the transformer 

Several thermal models that describe the top-oil temperature in the transformer as a function of ambient 

temperature can be found in Susa et al. (2005) and Tylavsky et al. (2000). A simple thermal model used in this 

analysis is given by: 
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                                               (2) 

where θ
top 

is the top oil temperature in 
◦
C; θ

o 
is the initial top oil temperature in 

◦
C; θu is the ultimate top rise 

temperature for a load L in 
◦
C; θi is the initial top rise temperature in 

◦
C for time t = 0; and To is the time constant at 

rated power in hours. Equation 2 indicates that a rise in local (ambient) temperature is commensurate with a 

temperature rise within the transformer. 

5.3 Impacts of increased hot days 

It is more challenging to explicitly account for the damaging effects of the ambient transformer environment and 

power demand stress from increased hot days. We draw from previous analyses to present a preliminary synthesis 

toward a more explicit approach, which is given below. The main standard from IEEE is reviewed here (IEEE 2012). 

We assume that Equation 2 also holds for the hottest-oil temperature since it is an analogous thermal situation to the 

analysis presented vide supra. The loss of insulation life tei in an interval ti, based on the hottest oil temperature, ΘH, 

is given for a reference temperature of 383
◦
K as (He et al. 2009; IEEE 1996):  

           
     

   
 

     

      
          (3) 

Then the total loss of insulation for the transformer Ie can be calculated by summing all of the lost insulation life 

over an interval ti:  

      
 
        

     

   
 

     

      
         (4) 

The aging failure probability Pa during an interval Ie at reference temperature ΘO is given by (Billinton and Allan 

1992; He et al. 2009)  

   
                       

           
         (5) 

where ∆te is the equivalent operation time. Using Equation 3 along with the definition of conditional probability 

(Equation 5), a transformer will fail in an interval ∆te after surviving T years (He et al. 2009):  

          
  

     
 

  
 
    

      

     
 

  
 
          (6) 

where C and β are the life parameter and shape parameter, respectively.  
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